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We model the behavior of N classical impurity fields immersed in a larger Bose-Einstein condensate by N+1
coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations in one, two, and three space dimensions. We discuss the stability of
the uniform miscible system and show the importance of surface tension for self-localization of the impurity
fields. We derive analytically the attractive tail of the impurity-impurity interaction due to mediation by the
underlying condensate. Assuming all impurity fields interact with the same strength, we explore numerically
the resulting phase diagram, which contains four phases: �I� all fields are miscible; �II� the impurity fields are
miscible with each other but phase separate from the condensate as a single bubble; �III� the localized impurity
fields stay miscible with the condensate, but not with each other; and �IV� the impurity fields phase separate
from the condensate and each other, forming a crystalline structure within a bubble. Thus, we show that a
crystal can be constructed solely from superfluid components. Finally, we argue that the crystalline phases
maintain their superfluid behavior, i.e., they possess a nonclassical rotational inertia, which—combined with
lattice order—is a characteristic of supersolidity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bose-Einstein condensates �BECs� in trapped atomic
gases �1,2�, being highly manipulable and well approximated
by a classical nonlinear mean-field theory, have proven to be
ideal systems in which to realize many manifestations of
nonlinear physics, such as bright and dark solitons, quantized
vortices and their lattice formation, modulation instabilities,
and so forth �see �3� for a review�. In this paper, we use these
same qualities of dilute BECs to explore other aspects of
nonlinear physics, namely, the self-localization, phase sepa-
ration, and crystallization of impurity fields embedded within
a larger condensate.

Specifically, we investigate the formation of nontrivial
impurity structures, such as a crystal composed solely of
superfluid components, by modeling the impurity fields and
condensate by coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations
�NLSEs�. We are therefore dealing with a type of multicom-
ponent condensate mixture—a system that has long gener-
ated much interest �see, for example, chapters 15 and 16 of
�3�, and references therein�—composed of one large compo-
nent and many smaller components that we will refer to as
impurity fields. The NLSEs, acting as a nontrivial yet often
tractable model of an idealized superfluid system, have a
long and distinguished history of providing insights into the
fundamental nature of superfluidity. Indeed, when dilute
Bose-Einstein condensates in trapped atomic gases were dis-
covered, the NLSEs were often used successfully to describe
quantitively these new superfluid systems.

The analysis in this paper provides the foundation for a
theoretical understanding of realistic experiments where dis-
tinguishable coherent impurity fields in trapped gases might
be achieved by employing different atomic levels, isotopes,
species of atoms, or some combination thereof. This analysis

builds upon the rich history of investigating impurities in
Bose fluids, which have been widely used not only for prob-
ing the properties of Bose fluids, but also for creating new
phases of matter �see, for example, �4–11��. Some of the
results presented in this paper were first reported in �12�.

In the following section, we introduce the model consid-
ered in this paper—specifically, N+1 coupled NLSEs—and
point out the relevant conserved laws. The criteria for the
system to collapse and the instability criteria of uniform mis-
cible state are put forward in Sec. III. With these established,
we proceed to study the existence of a single localized struc-
ture as a solution of �1+1� coupled NLSEs in Sec. IV. Here,
we outline variational arguments for the existence of this
solution for various dimensions, examine the importance of
surface tension, and compare it with direct numerical simu-
lations. In Sec. V we develop a perturbative expansion to
derive the condensate-mediated interaction among impurity
fields. Section VI presents the different phases that arise in
this system and we show that the crystallization of the im-
purity fields is possible in two different regimes. We then
focus on the case of an impurity crystal forming within the
bubble immersed in a condensate in Sec. VII. Finally, in Sec.
VIII we show that the condensate field displays nonclassical
rotational inertia in the crystal regime and, as such, bears
some of the primary features of supersolidity, namely, lattice
ordering and nonclassical rotational inertia.

II. MODEL

In this paper, we consider a large Bose-Einstein conden-
sate denoted by � coupled to N small distinguishable impu-
rity fields �treated as classical fields� denoted by �k. We make
the assumption that all impurity fields interact with the same
coupling constants, which allows for an uncluttered descrip-
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tion of the system’s nontrivial properties. Our system of N
+1 coupled classical fields is therefore governed by the fol-
lowing Hamiltonian:

H =� �1

2
����2 +

1

2
���4 + ����2�

k=1

N

��k�2 + �
k=1

N
1

2m
���k�2

+
�0

2 �
k=1

N

��k�4 + ��
j�k

N

�� j�2��k�2	dx . �1�

�0 is the self-interaction of the impurity fields, � is the inter-
action between impurity fields, and � is the coupling of the
condensate to the impurity fields. Unless otherwise stated,
we shall restrict ourselves to positive parameters. In ultracold
dilute atomic condensates, these coupling constants are di-
rectly proportional to the atomic scattering length with a pro-
portionality constant of 4��2 /m. As mentioned above, in
principle, these scattering lengths can be tuned in current
ultracold trapped atomic gas experiments.

Using this Hamiltonian, the dynamics of the system are
governed by N+1 coupled NLSEs �in the condensate con-
text, the equations are often referred to as Gross-Pitaevskii
equations �1,2��,

i�t� = −
1

2
	� + ���2� + ���

k=1

N

��k�2, �2�

i�t�k = −
1

2m
	�k + �0��k�2�k + ��k�

j�k

N

�� j�2 + ����2�k, �3�

where 	 stands for the Laplace operator in D spatial dimen-
sions. In this system, there is conservation of the mass of the
large condensate field �particle number� N�c�=
���2dDx and
that of each impurity field nk=
��k�2dDx, and we assume that
nk
N�c�. The total energy given in Eq. �1� and the total
linear momentum

P = Im� �� � �dDx + Im�
k=1

N
1

m
� �k

� � �kd
Dx

of the system are also conserved. Note that the momentum of
each individual field is not conserved.

III. COLLAPSE OF THE SYSTEM AND INSTABILITIES
OF THE UNIFORM STATE

In this paper, we are interested in the nontrivial structures
that impurity fields can generate in a condensate. To this end,
first note that there are two regimes to avoid. One is the
finite-time collapse of the system, and the other is the unin-
teresting uniform miscible state. To find out when these un-
desirable states occur, consider the �N+1�� �N+1� interac-
tion matrix

M =�
1 � � ¯ � �

� �0 � ¯ � �

� � �0 � �

] ] � � � ]

� ] � �0 �

� � ¯ ¯ � �0

� �4�

derived from the quadratic form of the potential energy, i.e.,
1
2�TM� where the vector of the densities is given by �
= ����2 , ��1�2 , ��2�2 , . . .�. One can show that if M is negative
semidefinite, the system will experience a finite-time col-
lapse �13�. Furthermore, because the density is non-negative,
one can extend the criteria in �13� and show that the system
would also experience a finite-time collapse if M is conega-
tive or positive subdefinite defined as a �i,kMikxixk�0 for
all xi0 �for a discussion on the properties of these matrices,
see �14��. We avoid situations that are proven to exhibit
finite-time collapse by our assumption that the coupling con-
stants are positive.

Next, by ignoring kinetic-energy terms �which means ig-
noring surface tension and effects due to the system being of
finite size�, one can prove that the uniform state is energeti-
cally stable if and only if M is positive semidefinite, i.e., if
all eigenvalues of M are non-negative �15�. It is when a
modulational instability arises that the nontrivial structures
emerge. We will therefore focus on situations where at least
one eigenvalue of M is negative.

The N+1 eigenvalues of M are �0−�, which
is N−1 degenerate, and 1

2 �1+ �N−1��+�0�
���−1+ �N−1��+�0�2+4N�2�. Therefore, when ��0 or

�
��N−1��+�0

�N
, the system becomes energetically unstable.

This highlights the difference between the two types of
instabilities in this system, which is important for the analy-
sis in this paper. In the first regime, i.e., ��0, each of
the impurity fields localizes with respect to the other im-
purity fields regardless of whether or not they are phase
separated from the condensate. In the second regime, i.e.,

�
��N−1��+�0

�N
, the large background condensate phase sepa-

rates from the impurity fields. For a discussion of the dy-
namical instabilities of the miscible state, see Appendix A.

IV. SELF-LOCALIZATION OF A SINGLE
IMPURITY FIELD

In this section, we will discuss the system of a single
small impurity field embedded in and interacting with a large
condensate. We will show, by a variational argument, that
there is a critical coupling parameter between the condensate
and impurity beyond which the impurity field self-localizes.
By self-localization, we mean the ground state of the system
will contain an impurity field with a finite extent �or with an
extent smaller than the size of the system� due to the inter-
action between the impurity field and the surrounding con-
densate. We will show that surface tension allows one to
interpolate between the previous known results of self-
localization of a single impurity atom �11� and the bulk
phase-separation condition �16�.
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We estimate the ground-state wave functions via a varia-
tional argument for the system with a single impurity field
in one, two, and three dimensions �1D, 2D, and 3D�. We
impose that the trial wave functions possess the following
characteristics: that ��r� be localized such that ��r�→0
as r→�, and its particle number be fixed such that
n�=CD
���2rD−1dr, where CD= 2�D/2

��D/2� is the surface of a uni-
tary sphere in D spatial dimensions. The condensate wave
function should be depleted where the impurity field is posi-
tioned, and ��r�→�0=const as r→�. �Note �0 is real be-
cause it is a ground state.� The appropriate energy to be
minimized is

E = CD� �1

2
����2 +

1

2
����2 − ��0�2�2 + �����2 − ��0�2����2

+
1

2m
����2 +

�0

2
���4	rD−1dr . �5�

We will consider the following real normalized trial func-
tions:

��r� = �n�� �D

CDND
f��r� , �6�

��r� = �0�1 − a��r�2� , �7�

with variational parameters a and �0, both determined
once the energy estimates are minimized �note that in a real
and finite system, the limit �→0 cannot exist�, and f�r� is
localized, i.e., f�r�→0 as r→�. The normalization constant
is ND=
0

�f�x�2xD−1dx. Once a formal expansion of the en-
ergy is achieved, one can easily demonstrate that a� �

2�0
2 as

�→0.
One can then show that there is an upper bound on the

D-dimensional energy �5� of the form

E � E��� = �0�2 + �1�D + �2�2+D + �3�3D, �8�

where the constants �s are given by

�0 =
n�

2mND
�

0

�

f��x�2xD−1dx ,

�1 = ��0 − �2�
n�

2

2CDND
2 �

0

�

f�x�4xD−1dx ,

�2 =
n�

2�2

2CDND
2 �0

2�
0

�

f�x�2f��x�2xD−1dx ,

�3 =
n�

4�4

32CD
3 ND

4 �0
4�

0

�

f�x�8xD−1dx . �9�

It is clear that �0, �2, and �3 are all positive numbers, but
�1=k1��0−�2�n�

2 may become negative if �2�0. For ex-
ample, for a Gaussian wavefunction f�x�=e−x2

, ND= ��D/2�
2D/2+1 ,

and one can deduce the following constants:

�0 =
Dn

2m
,

�1 =
n2

2�D/2 ��0 − �2� ,

�2 =
Dn2�2

4�D/2�0
2 ,

�3 =
2−5+D/2n4�4

�3D/2�0
4 . �10�

It should be stressed that the variational approach only
provides a ceiling on the ground state of the energy. If this
upper bound—the lowest variational energy—is negative for
��0 �since, for the nearly uniform state, the energy is posi-
tive and tends to zero as �→0� then the uniform state is
known to be unstable and it is most probable that the impu-
rity field has self-localized. However, should the upper en-
ergy bound be non-negative, one cannot determine from this
whether or not self-localization is likely to occur.

Regardless, the energy expression �8� in terms of the
variational parameter � does provide some guidance as to
when a localized impurity solution is likely to exist in one,
two, and three spatial dimensions. The key here is the obser-
vation that when �10, the function �8� increases monotoni-
cally, implying that the energy is minimized when �→0. We
will now examine the situation of one-, two-, and three-
dimensional spaces in turn.

A. Self-localization in 1D

Applying this in one dimension is straightforward since
when D=1 the dominant term of E���, i.e., Eq. �8�, at small
� is �1�, when �1 is negative, i.e., �2�0, a supercritical
transition occurs from a homogeneous state to a localized
impurity state.

B. Self-localization in 2D

For D=2, the first and second terms of E��� in Eq. �8� are
of the same order. As occurs for D=1, there is a second-order
transition toward a localized impurity state if �2�0+

k1

mn�
,

with k1=4C2N2

0

�f��x�2xdx


0
�f�x�4xdx

. The instability of the homogeneous

state is shifted from the bulk condition ���0�. This shift
has a simple interpretation: the presence of a 1 /m factor
means that this term comes from the kinetic energy of the
impurity 
 1

2m ����2, so the shift is created by the curvature �
of the localized structure—it is a kind of surface tension.

Furthermore,

0

�f��x�2xdx


0
�f�x�4xdx

bears the hallmark of a surface-

tension effect: that is, the ratio of interface energy �the gra-
dient term� to a bulk energy.

In the case of the Gaussian trial function, one finds that a
localized solution exists if ��c=��0+ 2�

mn�
. These criteria

are close to those numerically observed in two-dimensional
space. Indeed, we have simulated numerically �see Fig. 1�
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Eqs. �2� and �3� for the case of a single impurity �N=1� with
�0=0, m=1, and n�=40.96 in a 642 box in which the total
number of particles in the condensate was 
���2d2x=4096.
Below we present our findings for two different sets of initial
states: �i� uniform miscible state, i.e., ��1 and ��0.1, both
real �here �C means C plus a small fluctuation or noise�;
and ii� ��1, and � is set as the Gaussian ansatz �6� where
the value of � is that which minimizes the energy E��� in
2D. By the variational criteria, a localized solution should
exist if �� 2�

mn�
�0.391 7.

For the initial condition �i�, we find numerically that if
��0.5 no instability will develop because of the finite size
of the system. Indeed, if ��

�
�n�

�0.491, the system is not
unstable for the longest wavelength allowed by the box �a
wavenumber 2�

L �. However, as soon as we get a localized
solution, e.g., �=0.5, it is possible to decrease � to below
�c=0.39 and retain the localization. Indeed, we can bring the
wavelength down to as low as ��0.35 and still keep the
nonlinear solution. Below ��0.35, it is not possible to dis-
tinguish a real localized structure from oscillatory structures.

For �=0.35 to 0.55, an oscillatory pulse is observed—a
kind of breathing. This is perhaps due to an excess of energy,
and the localized solutions must radiate to evacuate it. The
nature of the oscillation should follow from a similar ansatz
to Eqs. �6� and �7� but allow the phase of the impurity field
to be a space- and time-dependent function. For instance,

taking ��r , t�=�n�
� �D

CDND
f��r�eip�t�r2

and introducing this
into the Lagrangian of the system �which is −
 i

2 ���t�̄
− �̄�t��dDx minus the energy Eq. �5��, for the Gaussian trial
function one arrives at the following Lagrangian:
L�� , p , ṗ�=−E���−n�

D
2�2 � p2

m + ṗ
2 �. The Euler-Lagrange condi-

tions lead to the “momentum” equation p=− m�̇
2� . Finally, this

yields the dynamics that the “breathing” must satisfy,

Dmn�

4�5 ���̈ − 2�̇2� = −
d

d�
E��� .

Thus, near the threshold ���c=��0+
k1

mn�
, one finds that

�eq���−�c and the breathing frequency is �breathing

���eq
4 E���eq����−�c�3/2.

For the initial condition �ii�, valid only if ��c, one no-
tices that the Gaussian trial function is very close to the exact
stationary solution, and the pulsations and breathing de-
scribed previously are less marked. From an initial condition
of ��c, we can decrease � to below �c, retaining the lo-
calization. The oscillations, however, become very important
and, as earlier, it seems that rather than a stationary state, a
more complex oscillatory behavior is displayed. This dy-
namic solution seems to be very robust as we can observe it
even for very low �. The pulse forms, disperses through the
system, and then after some �possibly long� time the pulse
forms again, in a kind of recursive and not necessarily peri-
odic dynamic. However, this dynamic behavior dominated
by pulses seems to be quite different from the steady ground
state sketched by our variational theory.

Nevertheless, we notice that the numerically observed
range over which steady-state localized solutions exist is
very close to that expected via the variational analysis. The
difference probably arises because we are simulating the
Hamiltonian evolutions �2� and �3�, and not simply finding
the minimum energy of Hamiltonian �1�.

C. Self-localization in 3D

For D=3, finding the self-localization conditions is more
subtle than in lower dimensions. As discussed above, the
variational argument shows that a localized solution exists if
the energy E in Eq. �8� is negative for some critical value �c.
A necessary �but not sufficient� condition for a negative-
energy ground state in 3D is �1�0, i.e., �2�0.

We can make a more precise estimate as follows. Because
the energy turns negative for �0 and because, in general,
the energy expansion grows as �2 near �=0 �since �00 in
Eq. �8��, it is sufficient �though not necessary� that E��� have
a minimum at �=�c and that this minimum reach the hori-
zontal axis E��c�=0. In equations, this reads as E��c�=0 and
E���c�=0, which describe a critical line in spatial param-
eters, separating the region where a localized structure �with

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Numerical simulation �see Appendix B
for details� of Eqs. �2� and �3� for a single impurity �N=1� with
�0=0 in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane. Here 
���2d2x=4096 and

��k�2d2x=40.96. The plots represent ��1�2 and the gray scale �color
map online� is the same for all four images. In �a�, �=0.385 �no
localized solution is observed, but because of the recurrence phe-
nomenon discussed in the text, after a time a kind of pulse is ob-
served, which then dissipates, only to eventually form again�; in �b�,
�=0.39; in �c�, �=0.395; and in �d�, �=0.4. All these solutions are
dynamically obtained from the same initial state �i� and, as de-
scribed in the main text. We start with �=0.5 and, after the spon-
taneous formation of a localized solution, we decrease � slowly,
i.e., � varies in time every 1000 time units by �→�−	� where
	�=0.005.
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great probability� exists from that where there is no such
certainty. This line may be written parametrically as

6�7 + 2�3 =
�0�3

3/4

�2
7/4 , 7�6 + 3�2 +

�1
��3

�2
3/2 = 0, �11�

where ���c��3 /�2�1/4 is the parametrization. The parametric
curve may be approximated in the large and small � limits,
respectively, by

�1 = −
7�0

6/7�3
1/7

66/7 if � � 1, �12�

�1 = −
3�0

2/3�2
1/3

22/3 if � 
 1. �13�

Let us look briefly at the case �0=0. Here, one may ex-
press Eq. �11� as a closed parametric expression for the vari-
ables �m� ,

�0n�

m �. The values of the �’s in Eq. �10� for the
Gaussian trial function yield a bound that is about 35%
higher than the numerical result �11�, as plotted in Fig. 2.
Moreover, for a Gaussian trial function the asymptotic for-
mulas �12� and �13� take on the simplified expressions,

m� = �9�

2
	3/4 1

�n��0/m

= 7.290
1

�n��0/m
for �n��0/m� 
 1, �14�

m� =
77/10�3/5

217/20

1

�n��0/m�2/5

= 4.305
1

�n��0/m�2/5 for �n��0/m� � 1. �15�

V. MEDIATED ATTRACTION OF IMPURITY FIELDS
DUE TO THE CONDENSATE

In this section, we look at how N localized dilute impurity
fields interact and determine the role of the modified back-
ground condensate in this interaction. We will demonstrate
that the interaction between impurity fields has an attractive
tail and that this is a result of mediation by the condensate
combined with the hard-core repulsion arising from the posi-
tive scattering length between impurity fields.

Consider N impurity fields that are self-localized �having
satisfied the conditions given in the previous section� and
that weakly modify the initially uniform condensate, i.e.,

� = �0 + ��1�r� , �16�

with �0 assumed constant. This assumption holds if �1� there
is only weak localization of the impurity or �2� the impurity
is distant enough. The second case is particularly relevant
here as we intend to derive the nature of the interaction at
long range. In this approximation, using Eq. �2� the conden-
sate wave function is given by �here ��k�2 is assumed to be on
the order of ��

−
1

2
	�1 + 2�0

2�1 + ��0�
k=1

N

��k�2 = 0. �17�

This linear equation �known as the screened Poisson equa-
tion� may be solved with the aid of the Green’s function in
D-spatial dimensions,

− 	G�D��x − x�� + �2�0�2G�D��x − x�� = CD��D��x − x�� ,

where CD is the surface of a unit sphere. The solution can be
written explicitly as

G�D��x − x�� =�
1

4�0
e−2�0�x−x�� in D = 1

K0�2�0�x − x��� in D = 2

e−2�0�x−x��

�x − x��
in D = 3,� �18�

where K0 is the modified Bessel function.
Solving Eq. �17� yields the following modification �which

is on the order of �� to the condensate field:

�1�x� = −
2��0

CD
� G�D��x − x���

k=1

N

��k�x���2dDx�. �19�

Under the assumption of a weakly modified condensate, the
total energy �on the order of �2� is given by

E =� �1

2
���1�2 + 2�0

2��1�2 + 2��0�1�
k=1

N

��k�2 + �
k=1

N
1

2m
���k�2

+
�0

2 �
k=1

N

��k�4 + ��
j�k

N

�� j�2��k�2	dx . �20�

FIG. 2. �Color online� Parametric plot of the critical transition
line for �0=0 in three spatial dimensions. The curve i is the para-
metric curve �11�; the curve ii is the asymptotic behavior Eq. �14�
for n��0 /m
1; and iii is the asymptotic behavior Eq. �15� for
n��0 /m�1. The curve iv represents the Cucchietti-Timmermans
condition �11�: 1

2��2n��0m�4.7, that is, �CT= 5.43
�n��0m

. Finally, the
inset represents the same curves but in log-log to cover a larger
range of values.
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The consistent scaling is achieved by assuming ���k�2��2

�which plays a role in the self-energy as discussed below�
and ��k�2��.

One can multiply Eq. �17� by �1 and integrate over the
total volume to obtain

� �1

2
���1�2 + 2�0

2��1�2 + ��0�1�
k=1

N

��k�2	dx = 0.

Using this identity, we can eliminate the terms in Eq. �20�
that do not depend explicitly on the impurity fields to arrive
at

E =� ���0�1�
k=1

N

��k�2 + �
k=1

N
1

2m
���k�2 +

�0

2 �
k=1

N

��k�4

+ ��
j�k

N

�� j�2��k�2	dx . �21�

Utilizing the solution for �1�r�, i.e., Eq. �19�, the energy of
the system of N impurity fields under the assumption of a
weakly modified condensate can be written as

E = �
i�k

N � ��

2
��D��x − x�� −

2�2�0
2

CD
G�D��x − x���

���i�x���2��k�x��2dDxdDx� + E0, �22�

where the self-interaction energy of the impurity fields is
given by

E0 = �
k=1

N �� � 1

2m
���k�2 +

�0

2
��k�4	dx

−
2�2�0

2

CD
� G�D��x − x����k�x���2��k�x��2dxdx��.

�23�

The Yukawa attractive tail for related systems was discussed
in �17� and a similar self-interaction term E0 was previously
derived in �11�.

Let us consider localized impurity fields ��xk−xi��1. One
may approximate the kth impurity field by

��k�x��2 = nk�
�D��x − xk� ,

where xk is the position of the kth impurity. In this case, E
= 1

2�i�k
N U��xi−xk��nink where the interaction potential be-

tween the two impurity fields is given by

U��xi − xk�� = ���D��xi − xk� −
4�2�0

2

CD
G�D��xi − xk� . �24�

Note that the self-interaction energy E0 naturally diverges
because of the artificial singular structure ��k�x��2=nk�

�D��x
−xk� assumed in the impurity field.

In Eq. �24�, the first term on the right-hand side is, on its
own, merely a crude estimate. The full energy expression
�24� points to the existence of a bound state but with an
equilibrium distance of zero. In realistic systems, the equi-
librium distance is dependent on the impurity’s localization,
which is on the order of the size of the structure.

For example, consider the trial function �6� of the form

�k�x�=�nk� �D

CDND
e−�2�x − xk�2. Introducing this into the interac-

tion energy �22�, one arrives �in 3D� at

U��xi − xk�� = �
�3

�3/2e−�2�xi − xk�2 −
�2�0

2

�

e−2�0�xi−xk�

�xi − xk�
. �25�

The second term is estimated in the limit ��2�0, i.e., where
the structure is more localized than the Yukawa interaction
range of 1 / �2�0�. The equilibrium distance comes from this
energy.

VI. N IMPURITY FIELDS: CRYSTALLIZATION

Here we will discuss a system composed of N interacting
impurity fields inside a larger condensate. In Sec. V, we
showed that over a certain range of parameters, the tunable
interaction between localized impurity fields has a hard core
and an attractive tail, which is a type of interaction that has
been studied in the context of many diverse physical systems
�for Yukawa-type attractive interactions, see, e.g., �18��. We
show below that, depending on the interaction between con-
densate and impurity, there are two possible regimes in
which such impurity fields crystallize: the first where the
impurity fields remain immersed in the condensate, and the
second where they phase separate in the form of a crystal
within a bubble within the condensate.

The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows four distinct regimes.
In phase I, the impurity fields are miscible with each other
and with the condensate. In phase II, the impurity fields are
miscible with each other but phase separate as a bubble from
the condensate. In phase III, localized impurity fields stay

FIG. 3. �Color online� Phase diagram for N=6 impurity fields
with �0=1. The vertical line i represents the border line �=�0=1,

while curve ii represents the critical line
��N−1��+�0

�N
. The accompa-

nying pairs of pictures �of which the left represents the condensate
density ���2 and the right plots �k=1

N ��k�2� are numerical simulations
in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane with uniform �plus a small fluc-
tuation� initial conditions for the condensate and the impurity fields
such that 
���2d2x=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96. Explicitly, we have
�=0.25 and �=0.5 in phase I; �=2 and �=0.5 in phase II; �
=0.25 and �=2 in phase III; and �=2 and �=2 in phase IV. See
Appendix B for details of numerical tools.
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miscible within the condensate and can crystallize if the sys-
tem is not dilute; in phase IV the impurity fields phase sepa-
rate from the condensate and form a crystalline structure
within a bubble.

In an infinite system, the critical lines for the equilibrium

phase are �=�0 and �=
��N−1��+�0

�N
as discussed in Sec. III. In

the following subsections, we shall discuss the different
phases. Although in a finite system these transition lines are
shifted because the lowest mode �where the instability typi-
cally arises� is nonzero, for simplicity, the transition lines
discussed will be those for the case of an infinite system.
However, it should be kept in mind that corrections may be
computed �see Appendix A for the discussion�.

A. Phases I and II

In the case ���0 and ��
��N−1��+�0

�N
, the condensate-

impurities system finds its minimum energy in a homoge-
neous state, which is the completely miscible state. This is

phase I of Fig. 3. In phase II, ���0 and �
��N−1��+�0

�N
, and

the condensate phase separates from the impurity fields,
which remain together and miscible with each other in a
bubble. No crystallization occurs in either phase.

B. Phase III

In this case, ��0 and ��
��N−1��+�0

�N
. In phase III, the

interaction energy �22� causes the impurity fields to attract.
However, because a repulsive hard core exists at close range,

one expects there to be an equilibrium distance. Although we
expect the system to crystallize, the complete picture is not
so simple because there is also a density parameter that plays
a fundamental role. Indeed, as already seen in Sec. IV, �−1 is
roughly the size of a localized structure �see Sec. IV�, so then
the “diluteness” of the impurities in the condensate is mea-
sured by N

��L�D . If this parameter is close to unity, as is true in
typical solids, one gets a crystalline phase �see Fig. 4�. How-
ever, if this phase’s diluteness becomes small, one would
expect to see liquidlike or gaslike behavior, as occurs in
molecular-dynamics simulations �18�. These states are
roughly observed in numerical simulations �see Fig. 5�.

C. Phase IV

In this phase, ��0 and �
��N−1��+�0

�N
. The condensate

phase separates from the impurity fields, and the impurity
fields also phase separate from each other �unlike in phase
II�. This results in the impurity fields gathering into a
“bubble” inside of which the condensate density is essen-
tially zero. Within this bubble, the absence of mediating con-
densate means that the impurity-impurity interaction is no
longer Yukawa type �i.e., �0�0 in Eq. �18��: a special case
which will be discussed in the next section. The condensate
basically acts as a container by causing a stronger attraction
between any impurity field that strays from the bubble and
the remaining ensemble of impurity fields. This inward
“pressure” from the condensate and the close-range hard-
core repulsion bring about crystallization �see Fig. 6�.

(i)(a) (ii) (iii)

(iv)(b) (v) (vi)

FIG. 4. �Color online� Numerical simulation of Eqs. �2� and �3� for N=6 impurity fields in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane. Here the
initial state is given by uniform �plus a small fluctuation� wave functions for the condensate and the impurity fields such that 
���2d2x
=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96; moreover, m=1, �=0.2, �=1, and �0=0. �a� plots the condensate density ���2 and �b� plots �k=1

N ��k�2. i through
vi each plot a different impurity field ��k�2. See the supplementary material for a movie of crystallization �19�.
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VII. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF PHASE IV:
THE CASE �=0

In phase IV described above, the system is at a special
limit when the condensate is not coupled to the impurity

fields. In such a case, the induced attractive interaction de-
scribed earlier is no longer valid. Therefore, the case �=0
deserves special attention. The condensate can be described
by the pure nonlinear Schrödinger equation, which is quite
well understood. The impurity fields, however, evolve and
we shall now consider this evolution. Impurity fields that
overlap store potential energy and will tend to repel each
other; more so as � increases. If the impurity fields ��k�2 are
localized about Rk with a size � �Fig. 7� then, in the limit
���0, the potential energy is dominated by

iχ
kχ

δ

d

FIG. 7. �Color online� Sketch of the minimum-energy �overlap�
configuration for two impurity fields. The size of the localized fields
is � and they are separated by d.

(iii)(i) (v) (vii)

(iv)(ii) (vi) (viii)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Numerical simulation of Eqs. �2� and �3� for N=6 impurity fields in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane. Here, as in
previous figure, the initial state is given by uniform �plus a small fluctuation� wave functions for the condensate and the impurity fields such
that 
���2d2x=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96, and m=1, �=1, and �0=0. � increases from left to right. The upper row plots the condensate
density ���2, while the lower row plots �k=1

N ��k�2. The corresponding values of � are as follows: �=0.4 in i and ii; �=0.5 in iii and iv; �
=0.7 in v and vi; and �=1 in vii and viii. The size of the impurity fields decreases as � increases due to the self-interaction term seen in Eq.
�23�. �In the latter case, notice that only five of the impurity fields interact strongly and ultimately form a bound state; the remainder is far
enough so that the exponentially weak interaction is negligible.� The case �=0.2 is plotted in �a� and �b� in Fig. 4. See the supplementary
material for a movie of crystallization �19�.

(b)(a)

FIG. 6. �Color online� Numerical simulation of Eqs. �2� and �3�
for N=36 impurity fields in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane. The
initial state is given by uniform �plus a small fluctuation� wave
functions for the condensate and the impurity fields such that

���2d2x=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96, �=2, �=1.5, and �0=0. Plot
�a� depicts the condensate density ���2 and plot �b� depicts �k=1

N ��k�2.
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�

2 �
i�k
� ��i�x��2��k�x��2dDx .

Minimizing the overlap will minimize the potential energy.
In some sense, the energy may be approximated by the su-
perposition of two-body interactions E= �

2 �i�kU��Ri−Rk��,
with U�d� repulsive and Gaussian �see below�. However, in a
finite box, there is a limit to how far away from each other
the impurities can move. A kind of close-packing argument
may be invoked to find the crystal structure that minimizes
the energy of the impurity ensemble sustained only by the
external pressure from the condensate at the boundaries.

The periodic case, i.e., when all N impurity fields have the
same number of particles n�, provides an interesting solvable
example. One can use the minimization approach to deter-
mine the size � as a function of the large parameter �. Only
the nearest neighbor�s� affect the interaction energy. To be-
gin, let us assume that the impurity field is a compact func-
tion �i.e., it vanishes exactly outside the ball of radius �� and
that there is no overlap. In this case, one can calculate the
minimum of the total energy. We shall assume �0=0 in the
following and note that there is no overlap, which means no
interaction energy �

2 �i�k
��i�x��2��k�x��2dDx. The total en-
ergy can be written as

H = �
k=1

N � 1

2m
���k�2dx . �26�

The Euler-Lagrange conditions for an extreme of this energy
leads to the Hemholtz equation

−
1

2m
	�k = ��k �27�

inside a ball V��Rk� and with a Dirichlet boundary condition
on �V��Rk� �20�.

From here, one can proceed using perturbation to deter-
mine the effect of a slight overlap. The variational parameter
� will determine the optimal configuration that balances the
kinetic energy of a pulse and the interaction energy due to a
small overlap.

As an example, let us consider the one-dimensional case
in a periodic domain of length L. Let �s�x�=�n�f�x−sd� with
d=L /N, the ground state. The energy is dependent on the
number of impurity fields �which is the same as the number
of sites� such that

E�f� =
Nn�

2
� � 1

m
�f��x��2 + �n�f�x�2 �

n�0
f�x − nd�2�dx .

�28�

The energy may be estimated explicitly by using

f��z� =
1
��

cos��z/�2��� , �29�

the solution of the 1D version of Eq. �27�. This yields

E = Nn�

1

2
�

−�

� � 1

m
�f���x��2 + �n�f��x�2�f��x − d�2

+ f��x + d�2��dx

= Nn�� �2

8m�2 +
n��

8��2 3� sin��d/��

− ��d − 2���2 + cos��d/����	 .

The dimensionless parameter �= d�
� that minimizes this en-

ergy satisfies the implicit equation

mn��d

=
2�2�

�4� − 4� − �2� + ��cos��� + �2�� − 3 − �2�sin����
,

which in the large � limit ��→2�� gives

� �
d

2�1 +
1

��
�3

2	1/4
�mn��d�−1/4 + . . .� .

Thus, as expected, �→d /2 as �→�. In a similar approxi-
mation, the energy becomes

E = Nn�

�2

2md2�1 −
2

��
� 3

2dmn��
	1/4� . �30�

The compact solution f��z� is only an approximation since
the real ground state does not vanish entirely at x= �� even
though the impurity field is exponentially small. The nonlin-
ear structure of the boundary layer may be approximated by
the ordinary differential equation that satisfies the function f ,

−
1

2m
f� + �nkf�x��f�x − d�2 + f�x + d�2� = �f�x� .

We are interested in the region where x��, so one may
neglect the f�x+d�2, which is an exponentially small term.
We approximate the second term by f��x−d�2 from Eq. �29�,
which is a given and known function.

The remaining linear ordinary differential equation may
be solved in the WKB �large �� limit, f�x��e−��S�x�, so that

1
2mS��x�2�nkf��x−d�2. Therefore,

S�x� �
2

�
�2mnk� sin���x − d�

2�
	 .

Finally, near x���d /2 �as shown previously ��d /2�, we
find

f�x� � e−���mnk�x − d/2�2
.

The domination of the interaction U�d� by this Gaussian
tail shows that impurity fields can be free of each other’s
influence with sufficient separation. Also, when the separa-
tion is sufficiently small, the hard-core repulsion term comes
into play, making the impurities impenetrable �see Fig. 8�.

In conclusion, a crystal phase is possible whenever the
condensate presence is negligible and the impurity fields are
immiscible. The crystal is composed of distinct localized im-
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purity fields which are repulsive and impenetrable. There-
fore, the crystal lattice is a result of the effect of the bound-
aries: if V is the volume then the mean separation distance
would be ��V /N�1/D, which determines the localized struc-
ture size. This crystal will not exist without the presence of
boundaries or a containing pressure. The condensate acts
naturally as this pressure as seen in Fig. 6. By construction, it
seems plausible that these crystallites �such as those in Fig. 3
�IV�, Fig. 5 �viii�, or Fig. 6� possess a surface energy. In
general, the energy of the system in phase IV is made up of
a bulk contribution from the condensate component ����0
and �k�0� set to zero in the energy given in Eq. �5��, the
energy of the crystal phase ���0 and �k a crystal structure
built in the way explained in this section� and an interphase
energy, which we have not computed. However, by general
arguments one can expect that the ratio of this interphase
energy to the bulk energy from the crystal gives a critical
radius of crystallite nucleation. It also says that the transition
between phases III and IV is on the first order. However, we
were unable to observe a hysteresis effect �in Fig. 9� when
the crystallite is formed and one decreases � through the
boundary. This implies the interface energy is weak.

VIII. NONCLASSICAL ROTATIONAL INERTIA

In this section, we will investigate the crystalline phases
in phases III and IV retain their superfluid behavior, thus,
exhibiting properties reminiscent of a supersolid �21–23�. In-
spired by Leggett’s seminal work �24�, consider a
condensate-impurity system confined within an annulus of
total length L and total volume V=SL. Consider this system
to be rotating uniformly about the annulus’s primary axis of
rotation, ê1 �the direction associated with the coordinate x1
which spans �0,L��, a rotation induced by the boundary con-

dition ��x1=L�=��x1=0�ei�0 where �0=
m0�L2

� is dimension-
less, and �k�x1=L�=�k�x1=0�ei�imp where �imp= m�L2

� . Then
the system will possess an energy �for �0
1 and �imp
1�

E = E0 + 	E ,

where E0 is the ground-state energy and 	E= 1
2 Ief f�2, Ief f

being the effective and observable �measurable� moment of
inertia tensor around the ê1 axis.

The relative deviations of this tensor with respect to the
rigid body rotation, IRB=�L2V where � is the total mass den-
sity, is called the nonclassical rotational inertia �NCRI� frac-

(i)(a) (ii)

FIG. 8. �Color online� Numerical simulation of Eq. �3� for N=36 impurity fields with �=0 in a 128�128 units2 periodic plane. Here the
initial condition is a uniform miscible state plus small fluctuations; the number of particles are given by 
��k�2d2x=200, �=1, and �0=0. The
plots represent the instant t=1700 units: �a� shows �k=1

N ��k�2 and i and ii plot two of the 36 distinct impurity fields. Note that the system
evolves through a Hamiltonian �conservative� dynamics though the relaxation to an “equilibrium” takes a long time. Indeed, at the moment
depicted in the plots above, the system has yet to reach such an equilibrium, so each impurity field contains many distinct localized
structures. We remind the reader that while the analysis done above is in 1D; the numerical simulations are in 2D.

(b)(a) (c) (d)

FIG. 9. �Color online� Numerical simulation of Eqs. �2� and �3� for �N=6� impurity fields with �0=1 in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane
where 
���2d2x=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96. We begin with a crystallite initial state that comes from the same simulation as in Fig. 3 �phase

IV� and, subsequently, we slowly decrease � from �=2 to below the critical value
��N−1��+�0

�N
=�11 /6�1.354. The plots represent �k��k�2 and

the color map is the same for all four images. The parameters are �=1.5 at the stage shown in �a�, �=1.3 in �b�, �=1.25 in �c�, and then we
increase back to �=1.3 in �d�. We do not observe a hysteresis effect.
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tion of the annulus. NCRI is seen as a signature of a super-
fluid response of a system.

Let �0 and �k
0 be the ground-state real wave functions of

the Bose field and the impurity fields, respectively. Under
rotation, the phases of these fields are no longer uniform, so
the rotating wave functions are of the form �0�x�ei� and
�k

0�x�ei�k �the only change comes from the phase to the low-
est order� and the increase in energy is

	E =
1

2
� ��0�x�����2 + �

k=1

N
1

m
�k�x����k�2�dx ,

where �0�x�= ��0�x��2 and �k�x�= ��k
0�x��2 are the nonuniform

density of the respective ground states, and the phases � and
�k satisfy the boundary conditions explained below. That 	E
is a quadratic form in �, i.e., in �, is quite evident since �
and �k are proportional to �0 and �imp because of the bound-
ary conditions �see below�. The explicit form of Ief f and the
prefactor, on the other hand, need longer consideration.

The minimization of 	E leads to the equations and bound-
ary conditions �recalling the coordinates other than x1 are
periodic�

� · ��0�x� � ��x�� = 0 � LD, ��x1 = L� = ��x1 = 0� + �0,

�31�

� · ��k�x� ��k�x��= 0 � LD, �k�x1 = L�= �k�x1 = 0� + �imp.

�32�

Equations �31� and �32� may be solved using the method
called homogenization �25�. This method splits cleanly the
large �system size L� and small �impurity size� scales and
provides effective average quantities. Consider, for example,
Eq. �31�, taking ��x�=

�0

L x1+ �̃�x� where �̃�x� is periodic in
LD. The periodic function �̃�x���0K�x� satisfies

� · ��0�x� � K�x�� + ê1 · ��0�x� = 0

and, after substituting this back into 	E, one finally obtains

	E =
�2

2m0
2�0

ss�0
2

L2 V ,

where

�0
ss =

m0

V
�

V

�0�x��1 − ��K�2�dDx , �33�

and has units of a mass density. In fact, it is the superfluid
density. Notice that by replacing �0 one can identify the
effective moment of inertia Ief f =�ssL2V, which is the mo-
ment of inertia of an annulus with effective density mass �ss.
It is not possible to obtain a closed expression for �ss in
terms of the local density �0�x� �K implicitly depends on �0�.
However, it is possible to show that Ief f � IRS, and hence the
system displays a NCRI. In one-dimensional space, Eq. �31�
may be solved exactly, with a direct calculation leading to
the formula

�0
ss = m0� 1

V
�

V

1

�0�x�
dx	−1

, �34�

due to Leggett �24�.
Finally, to take into account the contributions from the

condensate and impurity field, one need simply add the cor-
responding superfluid densities, and because the impurity
fields are localized, their wave functions decay fast in space
so the contribution to the superfluid density from the impu-
rity fields becomes negligible. Therefore, perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, the superfluid density is dominated by the condensate
density.

IX. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we analyzed how the condensate-mediated
interactions between self-localized impurity fields can lead to
pattern formation. We restricted ourselves to the case where
all impurity-impurity interactions are governed by the same
coupling constant. In ultracold trapped atomic gas experi-
ments, impurity fields may be generated by populating dif-
ferent atomic levels and/or by making use of different atomic
species/isotopes �for review of current experimental progress
on multicomponent condensates, see Sec. IX in �3��. In these
cases, unlike pairs of impurity field would have different
coupling constants. In this situation, we would expect there
to be phases similar to those described in Sec. VI but that the
broken translational symmetry of the Hamiltonian will lead
to nonperiodic structures rather than periodic order.
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APPENDIX A: DYNAMIC INSTABILITIES OF THE
MISCIBLE STATE: THE BOGOLIUBOV SPECTRA

AND FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS

In this appendix, we work out the dynamic instability con-
ditions of the uniform miscible state and show that these
conditions are important when we take into account the fact
that the system is of finite size. Consider the case of uniform
ground states, �=�0e−i�0t where �0= ��0�2+�� j=1

N �� j
0�2, and

� j =� j
0e−i�jt where � j =���0�2+�0�� j

0�2+��k�j
N ��k

0�2. The N
+1 modes with wavenumber k around this ground state
would obey the N+1 Bogoliubov dispersion relations �15�,

�k
�s� = �ek

�s�,

where s runs from 1 to N+1 and e�s� is the sth eigenvalue of
the matrix
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MB =
k4

4�
1 0 0 ¯ 0 0

0 1/m 0 ¯ 0 0

0 0 1/m � 0

] ] � � � ]

0 ] � 1/m 0

0 0 ¯ ¯ 0 1/m
� + k2�

��0�2 ���0�2 ���0�2 ¯ ���0�2 ���0�2

���1
0�2/m �0��1

0�2/m ���1
0�2/m ¯ ���1

0�2/m ���1
0�2/m

���2
0�2/m ���2

0�2/m �0��2
0�2/m � ���2

0�2/m
] ] � � � ]

���N−1
0 �2/m ] � �0��N−1

0 �2/m ���N−1
0 �2/m

���N
0 �2/m ���N

0 �2/m ¯ ¯ ���N
0 �2/m �0��N

0 �2/m
� .

�A1�

From the construction of the matrix MB, it is easy to show that if M, Eq. �4� is positive semidefinite then MB is also positive
semidefinite. To do so, we note first that the sum of two positive matrices is a positive matrix and that the first matrix on the
right-hand side of Eq. �A1� is naturally positive; then, for the second matrix on the right-hand side of Eq. �A1�, we recall that
a matrix is positive semidefinite if the determinants of all upper left submatrices are non-negative and note that the determi-
nants of all the upper left submatrices of MB differ from the corresponding submatrices of M only by a factor of ��0�2 or �� j

0�2,
both of which are positive.

The eigenvalues of this second matrix play an important role in the dynamics because they characterize the instabilities at
long wavelengths. In the convenient case where all �� j

0�2= ��0�2, the eigenvalues are ��0−����0�2 /m, which is N−1 degenerate,
and

1

2
���0�2 + ��N − 1�� + �0���0�2/m � �− ��0�2 + ��N − 1�� + �0���0�2/m�2 + 4N�2��0�2��0�2/m� . �A2�

We can see that a modulational instability occurs if either

��0 or �
��N−1��+�0

�N
, which are the same as the energetic

instability conditions described in Sec. III.
Therefore, the dynamic instability conditions �from the

Bogoliubov analysis� and the energetic instability conditions
are identical in the infinite system. Note that the values of the
densities of the condensate ��0�2 and impurity fields ��k

0�2 are
absent in these conditions since they only play a role in the
time and length scales involved.

However, in a finite system—take, for instance, a periodic
box of size L, these transition lines are shifted because the
lowest mode �where the instability typically arises� is non-
zero. Indeed, the growth instability rate becomes positive if
one of the eigenfrequencies �k

2�0. That is, the critical line is
shifted by �2

L2 . So, assuming �� j
0�2= ��0�2 as before, the degen-

erate eigenvalue ��0−����0�2 �responsible for the impurity
immiscibility� becomes negative when �0+ �2

L2��0�2 �� �instead
of �0���.

One can also show the instability condition responsible
for the condensate-impurity immiscibility is shifted as can
been seen in the large L limit,

� 
��N − 1�� + �0

�N
+

��0�2 + ��N − 1�� + �0���0�2

2��0�2��0�2�N��N − 1�� + �0�
�2

L2

+ O�1/L4� , �A3�

where the latter approximation is valid in the limit
��0�2
 ��0�2. One notices that this second condition is
shifted by a smaller amount as the number of impurities

N becomes larger because of the �N�N−1� in the denomina-
tor.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL TOOLS

We used a Gauss-Seidel Crank-Nicholson finite difference
method to integrate the Hamiltonian coupled equations �2�
and �3�. The scheme is as follows. Let U�t�
= ��t� ,�1�t� . . .�N�t�� be the fields at time t, and let us write
Eqs. �2� and �3� as �U

�t =F�U�t�� where F�U� is a nonlinear
Hermitian operator whose definition is clear by comparison
with Eqs. �2� and �3�. Thus, one time step from t to t+dt is

U�t + dt� −
dt

2
F�U�t + dt�� = U�t� +

dt

2
F�U�t�� .

For small dt, this �classical� numerical schema yields
��t+dt�, exact to at least the second order in dt and has the
advantage that—formally—the norm and energy are exactly
conserved. However, the price is that U�t+dt� involves cal-
culation from a complex nonlinear equation. Next, to obtain
U�t+dt�, one iterates the mapping un+1= U�t�+ dt

2 F�U�t���
+ dt

2 F�un� where U�t�+ dt
2 F�U�t��� is constant, un=0=U�t�,

and un→�=U�t+dt�. Convergence is expected after a moder-
ate number of iterations �6 in practice�, using a time step
dt=0.01 units. Under this condition, the norm and the energy
of the solution are conserved in time, deviating by less than
one part per 108 per time step and less than one part per 107

per unit time.
For most of the figures, the numerical simulation of Eq.

�3� was performed in a 64�64 units2 periodic plane for N
=6 impurity fields. Unless otherwise stated, the simulations
typically use 
���2d2x=4096 and 
��k�2d2x=40.96.
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